INVOCATION – RESETTING OF CHRIST TIME ON EARTH
Resetting Christ Time Upon Earth - Creating The Cosmic Lattice of God Life Dispensation – Elemental
Grace Alliance Petition to the Karmic Board and Council Offices of the Christ, 25th December 2021

INVOCATION: Mighty Presence, ‘I AM’ Ready to Make the Correction Within My ‘self’
to Create a Daily Habit for the Intellect to Stand Aside, Holding the Picture of
Perfection, So ONLY That Which Is God Is Made Manifest. Divine Will and Focus
Permeates My Attention to Hold Control of My Feeling Energy Body, Within this Nation
and the World, During All Creative Activities For Resetting Christ Time On Earth, Now
Being Presented to the Karmic Board of Directors and the Council Offices of the Christ
for this Dispensation and Any Other Grants Necessary in This Now Moment both in
and outside of Time and Space. ‘I AM’, Giving My Life to the Source and Substance of
Perfection, Which Is the Light and Love of Father, Mother God, the Boundless Supply
of All Needs, Nourishment and Sustenance on All Levels for this EGA Divine Plan to
Succeed and Flourish in the shortest time possible, for All Particles and Elementals of
Life, as ‘I AM’ the Full Activity of God.
‘I AM’ Calling Upon The Beloved Archangels, Michael to Stand on My Right Side,
Beloved Gabriel, to Stand on My Left Side, Beloved Ariel to Stand Before Me and
Beloved Uriel To Stand Behind Me. ‘I AM’ Calling Upon Shekinah My Beloved Father
of the Light To Stand Above Me, And My Beloved Mother of the Divine Love To Stand
Below Me. ‘I AM’ Calling for Lord Michael, Lord Melchizedek, Lord Metatron, Lord and
Christ Jesus and Christ Maitreya to Stand Within Me at the Alter of My Higher Hea rt.
‘I AM’ Calling Forth All Members of the Karmic Board of Directors to Accept into Their
Loving Hearts, this Petition Called “The Resetting Christ Time - Concretizing The Cosmic
Lattice of God Life Dispensation” that the Elemental Grace Alliance Administration has
Prepared for Your Gracious Deliberation, Reflection and Divine Care, to make Your
Predeterminations Before the Liberty and Authority of Your Verdict.
‘I AM’ Calling Forth All Chohans of the 7 Rays and 5 Secret Rays, The Elohim and Eloah,
Along with Beloved K 17 and All Those Who Are Working Within the Divine Plan of the
Elemental Grace Alliance, All Levels of Angels, Ascended Masters and Divine God
Intelligences, Especially for the Purpose of this Divine Presentation, the Elohim Purity
and Astrea To See that nothing is included in this Petition Document, other than the
Purity of Mother, Father God’s Divine Rightful Application To God Life, and the Cosmic
Laws, Now in Existence or yet to be Sanctioned, as has been indicated by St Germain
and Master Djwhal Khul Throughout the EGA Discourses.
We Call For All the Beloved Gods and Goddesses of the Mountain Ranges of the Earth,
as well as Those Magnificent Beings, the Dragons, to Stand Forth as Witnesses to this

Divine Petition and Let Your Voices and Heart Energies Echo your Support and
Sponsorship to join this Mighty Divine Plan! Dear and Beloved Elementals and Devas,
the Builders of Form, Standby in Readiness to Accept the Divine Callings and
Instructions to Build That which will be Approved by Those With Whom You Serve,
and to ‘ONLY’ Create Perfection for Them, in Accordance with Divine Will and Cosmic
Law!
Beloved Mighty All-Pervading Presence, Open the Door to the Altar of Our Hearts
Allowing the Christ Consciousness to Blaze Forth. We Are Calling to Your Majestic
Presence, Creator of All Things, Your Limitless Power, Your Perfect Fulfilment of Every
Need and Highest Inspiration which has Revealed the True Reality of Living God’s Love
and Expressing Your Unconditional Love to ALL Life. Come and Lift Our Hearts and
Receptive Minds Into Your Divine Consciousness and Loving Intelligence, So
Marvelously Designed For This World and Brought It Into Form as We Have Committed
Ourselves to It In Your Care. Give Us the Wisdom to always Achieve a Loving Response
to any Influences That are not of Your Consciousness so That We Continue To Establish
the Framework of Your Ever-Expanding Divine Consciousness Here on Earth and
Throughout All Other Worlds, Universes, Galaxies and Cosmoses in Your Greater
Creations. And So, It Is! We Are Grateful, We Are Grateful, We Are God Grateful!

FORWARD
For all Dear Souls who are Reading or Listening to this Petition it is important to Remember
that Divine Manifestations which are Conceived in The Immaculate Concept should have a
Petition that is Presented to the Karmic Board of Directors for Their Unanimous Agreement,
before any such Love In Action can begin, such Approvals MUST be Confirmed by The Karmic
Board of Directors. Without such Approvals any Creations to make manifest here on earth
remain the creation of the human consciousness, which shall remain only temporal in nature,
prone to Karmic Accountabilities for such miscreations and incorrect applications to God Life
that have consequences attached to them. Without Following the Cosmic Laws and the Divine
Will of Mother Father God, the Evolution of Mankind, remains tethered to the limitations of
the human mind.
So, in the continued Pursuit of Our Purity of Intentions, Cause and Effect, Cosmic Law and
Divine Will and Purpose, the Tradition of the Elemental Grace Alliance and how this Divine
Plan has been Created from Its Original Concept, this Petition is being Crafted in the same way
that all the EGA Dispensations have been Granted to date. No Dispensation has ever been
Given to the Elemental Grace Alliance, without the Laws of Petitions Being Impeccably
Followed and Adhered to.
Archangel Gabriel and Archai Hope told us;
•
•

•

“I tell you everything grows by Use and All things move in cycles.
“Without the Use of the Energetic Forces that you yourselves can Now Command and
Demand to do Your Work, every Decree, every Invocation shall have a more Powerful
Effect! So whether this is as an Individualized Expression of the EGA or as the Elemental
Grace Alliance as a Whole, keep that Energy Moving, Keep it Focused, Keep it Simple
and Keep it Pure!
“So please take on Our Qualities of Physical Courage, Quickness of Intellect and
Perception, Purity, Beauty, Generosity, Strong Affections and Devotion. Say often.

‘I AM’ the Heart Grace, Love, Joy and the Appreciation of All Life.
‘I AM’ the Inspiration from the Highest Aspect of My Divine Nature.
‘I AM’ Creativity Itself Unfolding Within My Sacred Contract with God.
‘I AM’ the Individualized Expression of My Higher Self of the Light Always.
‘I AM’ Purity, Beauty, Generosity and Devotion.
‘I AM’ The Immaculate Conception of the Resetting Christ Time On Earth.

While this last Invocation reveals at this early stage, this Resetting Christ Time Upon Earth has
been a major part of the Elemental Grace Alliance’s Work from the Beginning of Its
Inauguration! We will not be going into any detail of the Artificial Time Cells or Holographic
linear time programs in this Petition, but We will be using further information as part of Our
Qualification Processes herein!
Should this particular Petition Work, come into the hands of anyone who is not familiar with
the entirety of the EGA’s Divine Plan, know that, to understand what all this means, one will
have to review all the Master’s Discourses of the EGA. To have any understanding, it will
require the Full Qualification of the ‘I AM’ Presence within you!
This Work is about Entering into the Higher Realms of God Intelligences by the Sons and
Daughters of God, through the Sons and Daughters of Man, based upon prerequisite Levels of
Individual Vibrational Resonances and Light Quotients, so as to Achieve the Efficacy of the
Living Light, The Cosmic Sacred Electronic White Fire Light Substance, to Fulfil the Divine Plan
of Raising one’s Consciousness into the Christ Consciousness and thus Preparing Themselves
to have Their Garments of Shaddai, Their New Light Bodies Placed Around Them; Becoming
the New Christed One’s Who Will Walk upon the Planet. For this Plan to be fully achieved is
said to take around 15 generations or 300 years yet to complete for all to have Ascended this
Planet. But this too, is provisional due to the potentialities of human free will, which can
speed up or slow down evolution as We have seen up until now, depending on how many Dear
Souls are able to reach such Resonances and Light Quotients making these final Transitions
and Transformations within Themselves possible. You have heard of the 100 Monkey
Syndrome! This Mass Ascension will be Triggered when 144,000 unascended human beings
have reached their Cosmic Christ Consciousness Light Body within their human biology.
That is what this Petition is all about! Rewriting One’s Akashic Records to Move forward with
Greater Ease and Grace. But to do that, New Cosmic Laws have to be Written, to cater for
Mass Ascension. Never before in the History of God’s Creations has Mass Ascension ever been
achieved! So We have a Divine Opportunity here, to no longer remain bound to the Cosmic
Laws that pertain to Individual Ascension. Today it is all about Group Initiations and Group
Ascension! And to do that, Dear Unascended human Souls need to learn how to enter their
own Bio-Computers, that they have already within their own biological Living Organism. The
DNA is already Coded, just waiting for the Levels of Resonances and Light Quotients to be
reached to Self-Activate these DNA Light Encodements. It is about Activating all 24 Pairs of
Chromosomes which wrap the DNA Helix of the True Reality! The Truth of Who You Are as A
Living Christ.
"I AM THE ‘Lightware’, breaking the matter-energy construct of the mind, linked with the
Higher Mind Reality, working with the collective consciousness of Higher Levels of
Advancement and Evolutionary Systems held within Man’s and Woman’s Adam/Lilith Seed
Consciousness within Their DNA Encodements. The Divine Language and Vibration and

Song of Shekinah, is Weaving through All Now and Forever. Let it continue to Flow Through
Every Man, Woman and Child, Flow Over Every Man, Woman and Child, Flow Under Every
Man, Woman and Child, to the Left Side and the Right Side, to the Front and to the Back,
and there Above and Below, Where The ‘I AM’ is the Host, the Body of The Adam/Lilith
Kadmon Man and Woman, The Holy Sacrament, The Garment of Light, The Believer, The
Seeker, The Educator and The Teacher. ‘I AM’ Releasing the old garments of the body flesh!
‘I AM’ Archangel Michael, ‘I AM’ Archangel Gabriel, ‘I AM’ Ariel, ‘I AM’ Uriel, ‘I AM’ Lord
Michael, ‘I AM ’Lord Melchizedek, ‘I AM’ Lord Metatron, ‘I AM’ The Christ Jesus, ‘I AM’ Christ
Maitreya, ‘I AM’ Grace, ‘I AM’ Truth The Life and the Way, ‘I AM’ The Holy Father’s Light
and the Divine Mother’s Love, ‘I AM’ The Divine Breath, Divine Wisdom, Divine Power and
Divine Joy."

PREAMBLE
Padma Aon in His Book, ‘The Christ Blueprint’ he says this about Christ Consciousness.
“Christ Consciousness is civilization-oriented, not just personal salvation oriented; it is for the
benefit of all beings, for there can be no personal salvation without collective salvation
included within it as the True Unfolding of the One Soul of Love. To merge with the Sun is to
merge with the collective reflection of humanity, the collective transmission of humanity
outwards into the Cosmos, that is filtered through the Sun, and which the Sun reflects back to
the Earth, that then becomes purified through those beings whose role this is. One could call
this process sacrifice, crucifixion, and resurrection”.
THE ORDER OF MELCHIZEDEK

Christ's Priesthood is declared by God to be after the Order of Melchizedek. Paul justified
Yeshua’s Priesthood on the grounds that it is like that of Melchizedek. The Order of
Melchizedek Priests came before Yeshua, which he was then given the keys in order to reestablish Christ Consciousness for this Age on earth through any and all means appropriate.
The Order of Melchizedek is a Synergy between the Trinity of God: Mother, Father God, Christ
Jesus the Son of God and the Holy Spirit. The Order of Melchizedek is the longest running
Priesthood on the Earth, stretching back to the first Christ Conscious civilizations on Earth, and
is composed of Highly Evolved Beings who have dedicated themselves to the benefit of
humanity wherever, and whenever that is possible.
This Priesthood is not conferred by any earthly authority but directly from the Holy Spirit and
Melchizedek. Certain men and women have been called to this Priest, Priestesshood before
the beginning of the world and are, by nature, True Priests "according to the Order of
Melchizedek." The Feminine equivalent is the Order of Magdalene.
Like Melchizedek Himself, the priests and priestesses of the Order are intermediaries between
Christ and humanity. The priest is a Representative of the Christ and the channel through
which the High Priesthood of Christ is poured into the world. The Service of the Melchizedek
Priesthood is to act as the Servants and Builders of a Christ Conscious civilization.
This is why Yeshua gave Peter Keys to the Kingdom, for Yeshua had been given them by
Melchizedek before him, and then renewed these keys to the Melchizedek Priesthood. This is
why Yeshua made Apostle Peter the Rock of the Church, because He was the Link in the Chain
of the Melchizedek Priesthood that was the Foundation of Christ Consciousness on Earth. It
had been secured so that ‘Hades will not overpower it.’ End Excerpt.
MELCHIZEDEK: “Have the Actions of Christ be done before on earth? Yes. Will they be done
again? Yes. Are they happening right now? Yes.

“The Point ‘I AM’ making here is the Technology that you are seeking through Bio-Computers,
already Exists within you. You are the Living Organisms of God’s Bio-Computers and to use
them with Precision, Perfection and the Manifestation of God’s Will, you will only need to Train
your Mind to do so.
“Therefore, the Principle/Principal Work of Mother Father God is to Initiate Through the Sons
and Daughters of Them, as a Unified Force Field and each of the Trinity Lords of Light from the
Offices of the Christ. Here is where the Power of Oneness Links Directly with The Mother
Shekinah Power (The Mothering Nurturing Energy) seen through the Trinity Triple Powers of
Michael, Metatron and Myself, Melchizedek, Who can then Engage Themselves as the
Quadrinities, (Christ Trinity plus Mother Shekinah) with You as well as Any Other Beings Who
have Consciously Awakened As Living Organic Life Forms where by any degenerate cycles
anywhere within any planetary realm, to ensure the Thoughtform of Transformation remains
Intact, Indestructible, Irreputable and Immutable.” End Excerpt
Earth and humanity right now, is being held against its will, in a Time Cell of degeneration,
and that We cannot allow to reach any form of total destruction or deprivation, denial, poverty
or lack of God Life of a whole human race! Not again, as in so many human civilizations that
have become extinct on this planet and other Cosmic Bodies of this Solar System; Maldek, for
example.
To save any more lengthy explanations in the following excerpts, the full Discourses will tell
the rest of the story and provide for a Qualified Presentation of this Petition to that which We
are going to place before the Karmic Board of Directors and in Turn the Offices of the Christ to
be considered for another Fast-Tracking of the Raising of Vibrational Frequencies and Light
Quotients of those Dear Unascended Human Souls, who are now Ready, who have the
Communication Channels fully Opened to Their ‘I AM’ Presence and the Masters, so as to help
take control back from the dark forces, who presently continue to hold on to their malevolent
agendas against this human race! This Petition will, in Our Humble viewpoints as the feet
upon the Ground hopefully turn the heads of humanity away from the corrals that the Cabal
have been working for so long to place humanity, an entire human race, under their spells of
never seeing the Light and Truth of Who They Are! It is not about the Salvation of a few, but
the Salvation of an Entire Human Race and now is the last minute of the last hour that We
have to bring the Cabal to Divine Justice, to Face the Power of Light and let go of all control of
their machinations in all of their forms; physical, mental, emotional and spiritual.
In a recent Discourse Lord Melchizedek Shared this:
Part 10 - Vol 5 - Inception of Light – Take Charge – Lord Melchizedek, 7th July 2021

“You have corralled yourselves into confined existences that allows you to repeat all your old
ways, your habitual daily life, your beliefs in deprivation of your Soul, withdrawal of Divine

Love replacing these things with everything that sustains your beliefs that you are less than
God.
“Our Beloved Sister Sue shared with Peter the other day a story about how the Pacific Islanders
caught wild pigs that were present on their islands. They would watch where the pigs would
gather to feed and for a time would place food for them in the same area. This would take
place for a while and then when they saw that the pigs came every day quite voluntarily they
would construct a single boundary fence. They would watch and the pigs would see this single
fence, but had no fear of it because they could continue to come and eat and go away as they
pleased.
“This would happen over a number of weeks, patiently the Islanders would feed them and
when they felt the time was right would construct another line of fence with the plan to
ultimately contain them within a pen! Finally the day would come when, while the pigs would
feed, the Islanders would hook on the gate and bolt it. By now the pigs knew that every day
they would be fed and had no need to leave the pen. Everything they thought they needed
was automatically supplied. But little did they know, was that all this time the Islanders were
planning to use them to provide their own daily needs. Never again would the pigs ever leave
their pen, except by virtue of their demise.“
“I use this analogy today because it is so pertinent to the human 4 lower bodies and the ego
mind or personality! Life is provided in all its needs, yet unbeknown to human life there is
another deadly force in action, one that directs the biology to die to their known reality, the
life they have given so much of their trust and power to. Your Covid 19 viruses and vaccines
are a testimony to this dark ego-plan. Your internet, artificial intelligence and devices with
thousands upon thousands of satellites circulating your Island Nations in this Universe, are
just a small part of the feed you are being given so that the gate can be hooked upon the fence
and be bolted.” End Excerpt.
The complete Discourses within this Petition shall be attached to this Petition for
Dissemination to those will assist in Crafting its content. All others can find them in the EGA
Libraries, or ask for them from the EGA Administration on
egaadministration:protonmail.com.

PETITION
1. Resetting Christ Time on Earth.
Parts Appropriated to this Petition where Integral Interactions between unascended human
beings and Higher God Intelligences shall be vital for the success of Fully and Divinely
Understanding this Petition and those who will be able to step into these Higher
Responsibilities in Full Participation and Devotion to this God and Christ Work.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Re-Spatialization – To Re-Awaken to the Fuller Collective Consciousness of Those
Ready to Commit to this Greater Work.
Breaking the Time-Space Capsule of Human Memory Placed Around the Mental
Body Programming.
Activating the 24 pairs of chromosomes for Greater Access to the Higher
Consciousness and Dimensional Awareness.
Meeting the Master of Your Soul.

METATRON ON RE-SPATIALIZATION - TO RE-AWAKEN TO THE FULLER COLLECTIVE
CONSCIOUSNESS.
Re-Spatialization - To Re-Awaken to the Fuller Collective Consciousness of Those Ready to
Commit to this Greater Work!
Part 1 - The Lion’s Gate – Family of Light – Lord Metatron, 27th July 2021

“Now that I have your attention today, another facet of this information is going to be shared
with you and the importance of this Cosmic Alignment Called the Lions Gate! Be also mindful
of the Sphinxes as I say this for equally these Sacred Site Structures play a very Unique part in
the Evolution of Human Consciousness upon this planet and through thousands of other
Universes that will be affected by the Transformations that will take place here. Never has
there been a more important time upon Earth for humanity!
“The time has come for these New Pyramidal Narayana Joy Light Temples and Sanctuaries to
be Created, but it will take some serious Inner Work from those who have come to Align
themselves to this Work. Many who have come are still unaware of what this is all about and
the Inceptions of Light that will pass through the Earth via the existing Stone Pyramids which
will help, to both wake them up and for those who already Know Who They are to be
Activated so they shall be able to raise their Levels of Consciousness, Resonance and Light
Quotients to be able to effectively and with far more efficacy, step up to the tasks at hand by
being able to deal with all matters of these Transitions on all levels of human condition,
resistences and outer influences that will extend themselves to try to keep these potentials
in abeyance. But I tell you, the Power of these Light Transmissions alone will diminish the
hold upon humanity to stop or suppress this Divine Cosmic Movement any longer.
“As you develop more fully your 12 Christed Divine Virtues, you allow the Truth of Divine Love
of the Creator to Work through you, that shall allow you to become stronger and stronger
even while in the human form. You will become Spiritually Re-Spatialized to allow yourselves
to become as the Second Adam, Lilith Kadmon Man and Woman, a New Being, who shall
Represent the True Nature of the Spirit, Radiating and Emanating Divine Glory. Once your
human consciousness can look beyond its physical limitations with the Power of Christ
Consciousness, you will discover your Genuine Creative Self, Your Christed Over Self of the
Light.
“At this time of space-time overlap, the Time Binding and Contraction, human consciousness
is being pushed to re-Awaken to the Fuller Collective Consciousness. It is therefore now the
time to stop all separations, to heal and make ‘Whole’ again the divisions in all aspects of
one’s life and begin to see the Love and Unity that exists amongst all manifestations of the
Adamic Race as a Family of Light and Eternal Life.

“For those who Know their Cosmic Family, will be able to function with a Higher Wisdom,
providing those working with the Light of their own Connection to God or the ‘I AM’ Presence
is Fully Activated. As this takes place one moves beyond the power of the ‘self’ and their own
‘free will’ which has kept humanity tethered to this physical earth-bound reality which will
one day, pass away. A Human Evolutionary System matures only when it can become a
Family, working in Oneness with the Living Light. When this finally happens, then all
embodiments are Enlightened and Transformed whether in the regions of Living Visible Light
or within the Invisible Realms and Dimensional Fields that will Finally Open the New Cosmic
Awareness to Humanity here on Earth.”
Breaking the Time-Space Capsule of Human Memory Placed Around the Mental Body Programming

To Lift the human burdens and old human consciousness that continues to create excessive
resistences for those Dear Souls who have Proven themselves sufficiently to be able to Give far
more Devotion to the Tasks of the Divine Plan. In other words, to take another Road of Least
Resistance to Serve in a Greater Capacity.
Part 2 - The Mapping of Consciousness - Micah The Great Cosmic Angel, 17th June 2019

I tell you; no-one is going to be Lifted in the Full Illumination of Themselves in a single flash of SelfRealization, Vision or any Divine Revelation. It is not a One-Step Divine Anointing. The Sacred Pathway
to what you may term ‘Enlightenment’ is achieved in conscious and deliberate steps toward this Goal.
There are many from the Piscean Age and now in this Golden Age that want to open the Book of
Knowledge and skip over to the final chapter. But they forget the Book of Life, which details far more
clarity in the Processes of Evolution.
Ascension does not work that way. It begins by self-exploration and carefully auditing what works and
what does not work for you. In this method you allow fresh and expansive ideas to enter the brain
from the Divine Mind as Higher Frequency thought. Then you process and contemplate the concept.
One then, must place that thought, that concept in their own reality to experience it. The New
Concept must be embraced for it to become the Qualification that will allow you to accept or reject it;
in other words to ACT it out, by LIVING it! You must evolve it and drive it with emotion and Live the
New Information into Knowledge and thus turning it into Wisdom.
So what has been explained and detailed in yesterday’s Discourse is this very Process Acting Itself Out
to see how it feels both within the Inner Place of Knowing and then the outer appearance of seeing
its reflection made manifest! So what took place a few days ago is a perfect example of where this
will lead to; the completion of another ‘Step Forward’ toward Ascension.
And so as you continue your studies of the ‘I AM’ Discourses, you shall hopefully set the intention to
re-programming your own mind to be able to differentiate what sort of creation you desire. It makes
no difference as to its origin, good or bad, positive or negative, True or false, for what gets your
attention gets your energy, and what gets your energy you create!

So try to become very clear as to what you wish to create and before you project those thoughts be
sure to Qualify them First with your ‘I AM’ Presence. This is why I spoke of the belief patterns that are
continually being engaged, that will continue to create and re-create the very things you think, speak
and do! So if one truly desires to ‘Move Forward’, every thought, word and action must be evaluated
and decided upon as to whether this is a way one wishes to advance, stay the same, or indeed, regress!
This is
“The Internal Gateway”!
Part 1 - The Mapping of Consciousness - Micah The Great Cosmic Angel, 16th June 2019

“To connect with the Purity of Your ‘I AM’ Presence is to connect with the True Reality Itself,
that of God Life! To connect with Reality is to connect with the Unconditional Love that God
has for All of Creation, to the Power of never-ending Spheres of Creation, to the Wisdom of
the Divine Blueprint, the Mind and Heart of Christ. In Purity you will find the Rock of Christ,
the Rock unto which We will All Build this Golden Age. A Golden Age which does not die and
cannot be destroyed, but instead continues to expand and grow in the Light until this Planet
has fully Ascended into the Spiritual Realms and Life is Free to Be.
“I tell you, you can in your Inner States of Consciousness Travel the Inner and Outer Spheres of
God Life, but you will never take those bodies of yours until these are Purified to their Inner
and Outer Perfections as well. Remember what you think, you create, so if your outer worlds
and appearances remain in imperfected states of being, then there is still work to do! The
sooner the better Dear Ones.
“We want you to Realize that you are the Light Bearers Who have carried God’s Illumination
through the many Ages, but it will be impossible for you to Gain Your Full Mastery of Your
Indwelling Christ where Assurance, Health, Supply and Confidence is Ever Present, until you
finally Release your outer perceptions of your lower consciousness.
“Your bodies are only temples, place them then, each one into their proper orbit as an
instrument of not more importance than the pen in which you write. Your Creative Centres of
Thought and Feeling are either contributing to the atmosphere of the Inner Realms, which We
wish to become the Atmosphere of Earth, or to the death shroud of the Planet, which St
Germain hopes will become a Brilliant Star of Freedom, within the next few years! If this
human veil, which is invisible to the physical sight, can be recovered through the use of the
Sacred Fire, wielded, mind you, by unascended beings, you will be able to move forward
quicker in your individual lives and the Lives of the New Living Organisms that Groups shall
soon move toward.” End Excerpt
This is Your Duty to Life; Becoming the Will of the
Living Christ in Action.

09 – ENACA Petition – Guest Speaker – Digital Libraries Of Consciousness - Jesus The Christ - 3rd August 2019

“Beloved Ones of God’s Heart, ‘I AM’ Come to fulfil the Promises I made so long ago. And
today, if you will enter with Me into the Greater Release of the Sacred Fire from Our Octave,
which MUST come to Earth in Order to be the Love that Holds Command, then you shall have
the Blessing that Only Love can Bestow. I want you to feel the Power which It is, for It is all
the Real Power there is in the Universe. It is the Only Transmuting Power; It is the Only Power
of Victory; It is the Only Authority and Command that is the Gift of Life. And It is Immortality.
“I Knew well enough when I said, “If I be lifted up, I will draw all mankind unto Me”, because I
Knew the Power of that Miracle Love from the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence in the Great Central
Sun, that is the Authority throughout All Systems of Worlds. I Knew that Love, for It had
answered Me and produced Manifestations every time I Called It into outer action. And
therefore, as you learn to use Its Authority and Power of the Great Command to Life and know
that the Great Central Sun Magnet is a Powerful Focus of the Activity of that Love in the
physical World, you will move into Action and have the use of the Greater Powers of Life to
bring you more quickly the fulfilment of your Calls.
“Now in the use of the Luminous Presence, you can provide Me with a Receptacle, a Cup of
Life as it were, into which I can Focus an Eternal Flame of the Ascended Jesus Christ Command
and Victory of Light which ‘I AM’, I have Be-Come. When you realize that as you hold the
Picture of My Luminous Presence clearly within your consciousness or around an individual or
a condition or a Nation or the World, I Can Place within that Luminous Presence a Living Flame,
the Honor Flame of that Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence in the Great Central Sun whose Miracle Love
sustains the Universe. And this is a Mighty Power, which I hope with all My Being you will take
up and use and give Me the Opportunity to use the Power of the Great Central Sun Magnet to
raise every Life Stream out of its human creation as I Promised long ago.
“When you realize that the Luminous Presence of Myself or any Ascended Master, where We
Focus an Action of the Sacred Fire within that and Charge It with the Power of the Great
Central Sun Magnet, and then hold It around an individual or a condition, It immediately
begins to Raise that out of the vibratory action, out of the substance, out of the feeling, and
out of the conditions of that which is of limitation, of human limitation.” End Excerpt.
Give to Thyself First! Know Thyself First!
07 – ENACA Petition – The Re-ordering Process– Lord Michael, 24th July 2019

“Agreements have to be reached and entered into on All Levels of Dimensions beforehand, to
safeguard humanity from falling into any recycling of human consciousness that is not for the
Greatest Good of Their Advancements into the Higher Realms of the New Adam/Lilith Kadmon
Man and Woman Human Race!

“As you will Know Peter, this was spoken with you in detail a decade ago, and it is resurfacing
again now for even Greater Consideration for Compassionate Purposefulness. However,
before We can come to any final Decision for this, the Christ Councils and Circles of Light must
become a Reality! For True change is only achieved through Self-Empowerment. And that is
Humanity’s Responsibility now. The ‘Gates’ of the Heart/Mind cannot be opened by force or
fear. Love in Faith, and without expectation, is the Key NOW! Great Progress can proceed
with Love and Honouring the wonders of Your Unified Core. Yes, We encourage you Peter with
these New Council Connections, to continue with Their Merging and Emerging, releasing again
any weight of skepticism and divisive judgment of those who suffer unaware in the mire
of duality. Centre in tranquility then and spend time in Close Focus with the Ascension of 12.
“All True Councils, as you know, have a 13th Member or Component - the Central connection
to the Next Level in Higher Consciousness, as well as the Twelve who Attract and Reflect the
Communal Focus of Heart Feeling and Mind Conceptualization. This is the Core of Effective
Councils, even if the 13th is a Titular Conception and not an incarnate/discarnate Presence.
The usefulness of all such Councils, to work beyond ego positioning and fear paradigms,
requires a Communal Focal Point. Just as this ENACA Alliance Council has done. This Central
Focus needs to be Accepted by All Members beyond judgment and beyond criticism. The next
Council We wish to See is that of 12 Human Beings in Circle, that is Your Goal!”
“As Beloved Lord Melchizedek Tells you, “For the Son and Daughter of man are those who the
Most High has kept from many generations of Man and those who will be seen to deliver this
Creation. Behold Those who Will Gather the Legions of Beings and the Children of Light
Beneath the oceans and mountains of this world to the astonishment of the dwellers of the
earth and those Who Will Bring Forth a Cycle of Peace as the planet is RESET within the
Heavens of this Universe.
“Here the Brother and Sisterhood of Man shall Become Brother and Sisterhood of Light in its
Ultimate Phase of Initiation into the Mansion Worlds.
“With the Coming of the Fullness of Christ, The Christ Consciousness and the Hierarchy of the
‘Christed Masters’ We Participate Directly in the Marrying of the Macrocosm to the
Microcosm, Realizing a New System with its Own Inner and Outer Depths of Creation through
Those who have the Eyes and Ears of God to Follow the Light and Love of Source.”
“The Messiahship of Christ and the Messiahship of Myself are intrinsically United; even though
Christ Jesus and Christ Michael are two unique Aspects of the Living Godhead, Serving the Holy
Father, My Position is to Protect and Preserve the Seed of the Divine Family (the Adam/Lilith
Kadmon Divine Seed) from the fallen hierarchies in the lower heavens. These fallen hierarchies
are the Chief Lords of Light who rebelled against the Father and who have the collective power
as the local hierarchy to prevent Spiritual Evolution on this Planet. You call them the Illuminati
and the Cabal!

“My Focus then, has been Wholly Concentrated upon those so-called Cabal, who have created
and implemented many varying plans to destroy the Very Foundation of the Father’s Light
Work. These very destructive programs have included the introduction of multiple weapons
of mass destruction and the use of them for the dissemination of heavy metals into the
atmospheres around the Planet that enter the Earth, Air, Water and very difficult for Fire to
transmute. These have entered into the human bodies and prevent any sort of Spiritual
Advancement.
“They have sought to destroy the Understanding of Nations by bringing them against each
other through the initiations of war, both nationally and internationally, so that the Universal,
Transcendental Liberation of Consciousness is not achieved. There is still yet another
important branch of the Cabal hierarchy that has interfered, impeded, subdued and delayed
the genetic capacity of mankind, and which has influenced the Consciousness Code Structures
of the human mind with a ‘bottom-below consciousness’ that has resulted in programs of
Genetic and Spiritual inferiority.
“To break their power and ‘set the captives free’ I have established a High Command with the
Constellation Fathers and the Councils of Light, so that Knowledge can speed up and the
Righteous of all Peoples upon Earth within All Nations can find their way back into Partnership
with the Individualized Expressions of the ‘I AM’ Presence within mankind.
“Melchizedek and I, Manifest Spiritual and Scientific ‘A Priori Laws’ (knowledge that does not
require sense experience to be known to be True) to the Planetary Realms which are working
with the Living Hierarchy. These Laws are manifested as part of a mathematical and
paraphysical family of generalized Principles used to sustain Consciousness Creation,
Inspiration, etc., which can (through Hierarchical guidance) mathematically set in Order each
of the Energy Meridians of the Human System.
“These Laws of Consciousness are not only unfailingly Operative, but Omni-Interactive for
Governing of the complex, every day, mundane experiences of the Intelligences Created here.
In the overall Adamic drama however, Evolutionary Events in the changing of Consciousness
would build up to such intense levels that all the Righteous Seed would perish if it were not for
the Intervention of the Living Host of Adonai ‘Tsebayoth’, under My Command. It is therefore
the Goal sought after by opposing hierarchical powers at the end of the Planetary Cycle; this
Planetary Cycle now upon you!
“The Order of Michael, furthermore, Initiates Educational Endeavours, Educating even the
Council Members to Apply the Universal Laws to maintain Experimental Worlds, such as Earth,
within Protective Guidelines shared by Myself and Jesus the Christ of the Office of the Christ.
This sharing is necessary on the Highest Levels because new changes take place from the top
down in the Re-Ordering and Re-Training of the Over Self or Higher Consciousness. This ‘ReOrdering process’, under the Focus of the Father and the Hierarchical Teachers of Myself and
Jesus The Christ, allows for an Affinity to develop between ‘untapped parts of the human mind’

and the Over Self-Mind through which earlier, disjointed memory patterns and Spiritual
Insights are brought together.
“The Re-Organized and Re-Awakened mind is thus prepared to Work with the instant medium
of the Universal Mind and Memory Process of the Living Hierarchy. In these experiences,
memory is used to refocus on the Integrated Significance in the meaning of all experiences
through life in a given incarnation/embodiment. Hence, The Work of the Office of Michael is
based on the Comprehensive grasp and use of the Interconnectedness of Reality between the
mind and the Over Self-Mind.
“From an understanding of non-dualistic, Cosmic Evolution, you can receive insights into the
Unifying Vehicle of the lower mind that permits the concept of the ‘Many and the One’ to
operate between ‘Fields of Seed Growth’ and Multidimensional Plantings of the Tree of Life.
The many bodies function according to the interconnection of the many corresponding minds.
Here one must think of the Ancient Paintings of the Masters with many heads, each having a
different Auric Field in relationship to each other and the body. You must think of incarnation
not only in the flesh, but also into many Matter-Energy Dimensions. Here you must
understand that there is also a Higher Mind Reality which gathers the perceptual Frames of
Space and Time, such as other Star Nation Experiences and Feeds it to this lifetime mind-set.
So when you are told, ‘You Are Them and They Are You’, this is what is being referred to.
“Breaking the Time-Space Capsule of Human Memory Placed Around the Mental Body
Programming is very much part of this Understanding!
“As you Expand your Consciousness to Work with ‘perceptron’ particles (perceptual Energy
Mass in Control of Atomic and Subatomic Mass); that is, through a Visual, a mental and a
Spiritual simultaneity, such as your latest Visual depicting the Universe, the Eye of God, The
Scales, the Sword of Michael and the Blue and the White Flame Substances, you can begin to
realize how you can break the Time-Space Capsule that is used to store information in your
mind, and how you can use a better selective factor for any memory storage and retrieval.
This I would encourage you to do as often as you can, for this will allow you to break the time
locks that have been placed around your mental body programming!
“Through ‘perceptron linkage’, you can actually go back or forward and experience your other
Energy Entities, past or future, that you have interacted with or have preordained as part of
your present interplay of this lifetime mind-set. You can therefore actually resurrect within
your mental computer, time-space incarnation frames which can be reprocessed through
biogenesis or the synthesis of substances by living organisms, so you are no longer under the
conditioning of previous life expressions. To give you an example, your Louis Pastor explained
that Biogenesis is the production of new living organisms or organelles.

Conceptually, biogenesis is the belief that complex living things come only from other living
things, by means of reproduction. But in this case and within the references I Am speaking of,
this Biogenesis relates to complex living things come from other complex living things through
the Transference of Energy Consciousness.
“Here, prediction and retrodiction (the explanation or interpretation of past actions or events
inferred from the laws that are assumed to have governed them), are important in that they
are fused together by perceptual mass or ‘that which relates to the ability to notice something
or come to an opinion about something using your senses’. This may be called a biological
reversal, or it may also be called a resurrection of former life-death states. When We think of
the lower mind, We See this as the linkage capsule between the Divine Language Systems and
the Language Systems of the mind-body complex. The perceptual apparatus for the Higher
Mind Reality of your Higher Intelligence is the normal mind. The mind is localized in
consciousness; consciousness is not localized in the mind. Here the mind receives ‘images’
from an infinite number of Higher Mind Realities that comprise of multiple Levels of the quanta
Universal Mind.” End Excerpt.
It was Archangel Metatron, through James Tyberonn who shared this:
“The Mind is the Builder, and Focused Will-Power is the Activator. The more Responsibility
you appropriately take on, the more your frequency will increase.
“Learning to program the brain is essential. The brain is a biological computer with 3d filters
and 3d programs that are ingrained from birth. Unless you were born in a Tibetan Monastery,
your programming has come from what We will term socio-cultural indoctrinations. Most
social programming teaches you to accept a very limited view of human existence, and human
ability.
“You are taught to believe only what you can sensually detect through sight, hearing, taste,
smell or touch.
“Dear Ones, know that the physical world of matter you see around you is imagery that you
sensually interpret and project. It is received in the eye, transferred via the optic nerve to the
brain. What is received stimulates neurons, and a response occurs through a bio-chemical
reaction that is thermal in nature.
“Because you generally believe what you see, smell, taste or hear you accept it, you believe it
as real. You then decide if it is pleasing or not. The brain then releases neurons based on like
or dislike. This is how your reality and attraction works. You are initially attracted to people
who are attractive, have a melodious voice and smell good! Your physical sensual body says
yes or no.

“In kind, the brain takes ideas and either accepts them or deflects them, according to program
parameters. In Truth the brain is unable to differentiate between an actual event and an
imagined one. In Multi-dimensional Mind the two are the same.” End Excerpt
SUPPOSITION BY PETER: To open the Mind of Dear Souls Who Are Ready to Serve at the
Higher Levels, one might feel the best way to describe this would be the same as or similar to
the Experiences of Godfrey Ray King from the St Germain ‘I Am’ Discourses. In other words,
to return the memories, in part or full, to those who will be able to facilitate Their Service with
greater efficacy within this evolutionary process for earth and humanity. Such was done for
Godfrey Ray King, as described within the book - The Unveiled Mysteries - St Germain!
CONTINUATION BY LORD MICHAEL:
“The Higher Mind is a Second World of Consciousness Development, a Second World of
‘Advanced Intelligence’ as an Over Self-Governor - connecting the Planetary Mind-body
Complex with the functions of the Universal Mind. The Higher Mind works considerably faster
than the lower mind and interconnects with numerous Entities, Entities within the Greater
Universe.
“Hence the Levels of Consciousness that one must begin to expand upon before they can
move into the Realms of Christ Councils or the Circles of Light! And it is this that I wished to
bring some further clarity to you all today, for while you still may not feel you are at these
Levels of Higher Mind or Advanced Intelligence, it is not that you are not there yet, just that
you have not yet accepted these Levels of Advancement held within your Adam/Lilith Seed
Consciousness held within your DNA Encodements. This you need to know, and now you
are one step closer to knowing this Greater Reality if you did not know it before!
“And so I have introduced what I have today for this reason, so that those who are sufficiently
Aware can take the next Advancement of Steps toward the Removal of All Constraints that
have held humanity back until now.
“I tell you, technology can be used for good or bad and without the correct levels of
engagement, through the Correct Authorities of the Cosmic Laws, many such technologies can
be used against the Advancement of the Adam/Lilith Kadmon Human Race, just as those
technologies have been given to mankind by the ‘Greys’ and other dark forces in exchange for
tens of thousands of human soul experimentations. These technologies have been and
continue to be used against the present Human Race as forms of war, control and sustained
surveillance. Use of such things are NOT ACCEPTABLE any longer! Full Stop! War machines
and machinations are soon to be things of the past!” End Excerpt.
Concretizing the Father’s Cosmic Lattice.
AA MICHAEL CONTINUED:

“You, Your Brothers and Sisters and your Over Lighting Teams on Higher Dimensional Realities,
have Created ‘a priori’ Research Laboratories within your lives where you are using the Very
Laws that have been spoken of above. And in this there is a lot scurrying and zooming about
in the Higher Councils of Light, trying to keep up with the changes that are being made as a
result of your Work. Meetings are going on ‘around your clock’, and every Transition that is
being made, is being monitored, watched and measured, with a Great Deal of scrutiny,
examination, inspection, deliberation, reflection and calculation. These Alliance Council
Formations and the Evolving Discourses are setting a great deal into motion now, for the
Higher Advanced Intelligent Consciousness’ Who Administer to the Work of Our Trinitized
Offices of the Christ so that We can now more fervently Institute and Establish a Greater
Security so as to Concretize the Father’s .s into this New Erthe World. You have Our Attention
Dear Hearts, and that is another reason Why I have made My Presence Known to you today!
“What is becoming very clearly into Our Focus, is that humanity is upon a Threshold of a huge
radical change, due to what is transpiring upon Earth today. And this is what is being
contemplated on All Levels of Dimensional Realities As We Speak. To such a degree in fact,
that there is mention once again about the Re-Writing of some of the Human Akashic Records
in Advance of Time Cell changes, to radically change the direction of Human Evolution.
“As you will Know this was spoken of in detail a decade ago, and it is resurfacing again now
for even Greater Consideration for Compassionate Purposefulness. However, before We can come
to any final Decision for this, the Christ Councils and Circles of Light must become a Reality! For True
change is only achieved through Self-Empowerment. And that is Humanity’s Responsibility now. The
‘Gates’ of the Heart/Mind cannot be opened by force or fear. Love in Faith, and without expectation,
is the Key NOW! Great Progress can proceed with Love and Honouring the wonders of Your Unified
Core.” End Excerpt.

Breaking Each Earthly Chain Of Limitation;
Claiming Your Birth Right.
Part 5 Vol 5 – Resetting Christ Time Upon Earth – St Germain, Lord Jesus, Lord Michael, 5th December 2020

ST GERMAIN: “This Black Hole, or the Reversal Of Human Consciousness, or the New Cosmic
Consciousness Grid, will all be revealed in Greater Depth very soon. However, no matter what
it is called, It is Calling for Those Who wish to Step more Fully into Their ‘I AM’ Presence from
within the Full Embodiment of the Christ Consciousness. Where is that Gateway awaiting
Entry? There within you Dear Ones! There within the Full Blending and Merging of the Higher
Mind and the Higher Heart. And this is why ‘I AM’ So adamant to keep the Elemental Grace
Alliance on a Single Track of Consciousness, but all this will Demand of each of you Reading,
Listening, or Feeling into it, more detailed Level of Awareness that The Cosmic Offices of the
Christ have already shared with the EGA. Listen carefully Dear Brothers and Sisters, and follow
through with another review of the Supporting Discourses, these will help validate the

Qualifications you have already received to date. Remember, Qualification, Qualification,
Qualification!
“Until you have reached the Levels of the Christ Consciousness to Ascend, Qualification cannot
stop, so as to help you make the Correct choices within your ‘free will’, allowing you to place
them all into the Rightful Application Into every part of God Life. Before I step back, I wish to
bring to your attention the Discourse from K 17, Who has made His Presence known to you
and Who told you about a small Window of Opportunity available to make a change that could
Transform the Course of Human Evolution, if jumped upon with All your Focus and Intentions
to fulfil His Call to you. The Discourses that are going to be Quoted to you today, and possibly
tomorrow, have been prepared for you ahead of time with Intentional Purpose, so that you
would be Primed in Advance to be Able to Act quickly and with the Precision of the Masters. I
step back now and Welcome Beloved Brother of Us All, Christ Jesus, to Speak once again with
you all.” End Excerpt
LORD JESUS: “Dearly Beloveds of My Heart, as you Know I Work through the Inner
Attunement for the Evolution of the Human Race into the Second Coming of the New Race of
Human Beings. All Offices of the Christ Work with Uriel, Creator of the Inner Light for the
Evolution of Souls, and with I, Christ Jesus, As Head of the Offices of the Christ, which Work
through the 144,000 Masters and Trinity Teachers. It is the Offices of the Christ which
Ultimately Advance myriads upon myriads of Souls.
“The Trinity Teachers exemplify a ‘missing piece’ of a descended creation. This Work of the
three Triple Powers, that is, the Ability to take the thought-forms of a Creative Father/Mother
Life, Co-join Them with Creator Sons and Daughters, and Expand Them through the Work of
the Infinite Spirit for the Evolution of a New Species of Man and Woman. That Man and
Woman you know as the Adam and Lilith Kadmon Human Race.
“It was My Work, as the Eternal Son, Who has taken on the Work of the Adam Kadmon, to
become a Creator Son in showing humanity the mystery of the Father-Son-Holy Spirit
Partnership, so that We, through Being Re-Created with the Christ, could Attain to the Divine
Level of Being Creator Sons and Daughters of the Father’s Light and Mother’s Love.
“It was I the Christ Jesus, Who Restored the Melchizedek Priesthood upon the Earth, so that it
would Work in Alignment with the Full Power of Lord Melchizedek, Lord Michael and Lord
Metatron and the Creator Sons and Daughters Who Embody the Offices of Myriads of Beings
sharing their Names within a Creative Partnership to Create a New World, or as you may call
it the New Erthe. Now it is from this Capacity which I Spoke to you in My Discourse ‘09 –
ENACA Petition – Guest Speaker – Digital Libraries Of Consciousness - Jesus The Christ, 3rd
August 2019,’ to offer you the Inner Working of My Attunements, Through You Who are
Working within the Christ Offices of Melchizedek, Metatron and Michael.

“So, to keep this Discourse to an agreed ‘Formula of Approach’, I will simply leave you with a
short excerpt of what I shared within the Full Discourse, which encompasses much about the
topic at hand of technology and the Divine Plans for the New Cosmic Grids of Consciousness
for Humanity. This information has the potential to be misconstrued in accordance to the
direction one is coming from and the experiences of life, not only in this one but previous ones
who may continue to hold fragments of such lifetimes that have yet to be dealt with to be able
to Fully Embody the New Human Consciousness and hence to begin the migration from the
one Path of Evolution for mankind of a most energetic potential presently facing mankind, to
another, that is the Original Evolutionary Path Designed By God from within the Offices of the
Christ.” End Excerpt.
The Baptism of Grace - K 17 27th November 2020

MASTER K 17: “Beloved Hearts of the Elemental Grace Alliance, who have been taken help
you beyond Measure Dear Ones, Beyond anything you have ever known. And none more than
the vast array of Families of the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host Kingdoms. These Dear
Hearts are more Powerful than you Know, and are, in All Truth, Here to assist you in so many
ways, Individually and as a Group Entity, and without Them I have Come today to tell you,
without These Mighty Beings of God’s Grace, you would have no Earth at all!
“Although I Am not Come today to Speak of all these Dear Ones, as this spans far beyond the
possibilities of any single Discourse. You Could write Books upon Books My Dear Hearts on
each specific Sector of Elementals, Devas and The Angelic Realms. No..… tonight, I have
indicated to Our Brother Peter, that I wish to share something that few Lightworkers have ever
heard about, let alone understand the references to what you are all Endeavouring to do in
the Co-Creation of Your Radiation Centres through the Formations of your Christ Councils now
upon the Threshold of becoming physical manifestations. I know that you have all received
My Discourse that I gave the ‘I AM’ Activity Students in 1959, so I see no use in repeating such
words as I do not believe anyone here does not understand the full gamut in what I shared
back then. And it is in many ways in need far more today than any other time since the ‘I AM’
Movement with St Germain began.
“Yes, Dear Brothers and Sisters of this St Germain Family of Freedom Evolutionaries, I Come
to ask you all for your Love In Action with a sense of Urgency at this time. There is a small
Window of Opportunity that has presented itself that needs your help, and it is in the areas of
My Expertise, that of the dismantling and demolishing of all that is carried on in secrecy
around the world that pertains to the continued levels of intention, and processes thereof, to
keep humanity under their controlling mechanisms, and none worse than the suppression of
Humanity’s God Given Right to be in contact with its own Origins of Power, Love and Wisdom.
“You see Dear Hearts, the Intensity of the Energies now beginning to flow upon and through
the planet from the Great Central Sunship, has the greatest potential to date to finally

shatter all the vortices of human negativity than ever before, and with your help and your
Calling We the Masters, The Elementals, Devas and Angelic Realms, can move into far more
intensified activities having received your Group’s Love In Action. Why your Group?
Because the Elemental Grace Alliance is not like any other Group upon the planet right now
and has been Strictly Under the Direction and Guidance of The Great Divine Director, St
Germain and the Christ Jesus and who have received the Grants and Dispensations From the
Directors of the Karmic Board that have been acquired through the Rightful Application to
God Life through Cosmic Law. Your Calls shall allow Us to Intensify the Impacts of the Sacred
Cosmic Christ White Fire Light Substance from the Great Central Sun.” End Excerpt.
under the Arm of Our Beloved Brother St Germain and His Family of Light for the Freedom of
All Life. I Give My Eternal Thanks to you all for Allowing Me to Come to Speak with you all at
this time. It is an Honour beyond what you may be able to imagine from where you are right
Now. However, I want you to Know that there are so many Who are Rallying in your Corner
to
Part 6 Vol 5 – Joy of The Soul – New Beginnings – St Germain, Lord Melchizedek 6th December 2020

ST GERMAIN: “I will list the relevant Discourses at the end and would expect that they be
included in your reviews and assessments as each have a Grand Piece of this Mighty Tapestry
held within it! Simple in explanation within them, but very complex in the execution and all
Consciousness patterning within multi-levels of Worlds and Universes. But I tell you not to pay
too much attention to any of the complexities, for at another Level of Your Inner and Higher
Awareness’ you know exactly what you are doing and how to implement each part in a timely
and Precise Design of Creative Ingenuity! If you were to read all the list of Discourses first, it
will help you to understand more deeply upon the first read of what ‘I AM’ about to share! If
you read this Discourse first and follow up with the Supporting Documents, then you will have
to return to gain the deeper Knowledge herein all over again.
“Beloved Priests and Priestesses of the Order of Melchizedek, just as the Lords of Light were
here during the Formation of the Space-Time Grids for the Astrophysical Pyramids of Light, so
also the Masters, Who Work with Metatron, in the Fullness of Time, have and will continue to
come to place consecutive Capstones of Light upon the Light Temples of Higher Evolutionary
Consciousness and the New Light Technologies within these Pyramidal Grids through The EGA
to complete this Program of Organic Evolution.
“The Astrophysical Pyramids Act as Focal Points to Energize Ideas which enable the species to
Evolve to the next stage of Light Technology where it can begin to Receive Their Unique
Capstone of Light. The Hierarchy of Leo, the Lords of Flame, are those Divine Angelic Beings
Who Are Acting as ‘midway’ Stations of Light for these Aspects of the One God, the Universal
Heart Or the Cosmic Diamond Heart! They in turn Project this Consciousness Patterning into
the Worlds of trapped Light, such as Earth, so that you/mankind may access this

Consciousness and Integrate Its Codes into Your DNA through Acts of Spiritual Compassion
and Unconditional Love, thus Setting the Light of the Christic Consciousness free within Your
Cellular Selves, Your Hearts, Your Minds and Your Souls. The Great Pyramid of Giza contains
Specific Geometric and Numeric Encoding via Its Design Measurements, which show the MetaScientific Relationships between the Twelve Tribes of Israel and the Mazzaroth. The
Measurement Proportions also Represent the Higher Light Mathematics involved in the
Unification of the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac and Their Subsequent Linkage to the Greater
Cosmology of the Higher Worlds of the Mazaloth.
“The Light Capstone of Giza, also Called the Capstone of Jericho, has already been placed upon
it through Peter and a Team of Melchizedek Ambassadors in November of 2007, that I Will
elaborate upon a little later, but for now Know that this Event is already taking Mankind
through their technological creations, beyond this world and making way to open new
potentials within Worlds of Light, beginning with the New Erthe. In the Name of Metatron,
the New World Servers, thus Becoming Active Co-Participants in the Higher Heavens of
Creation, as these Events aforementioned Will Testify. They also begin to see how the New
Ashramic Groups of Consciousness Begin to Work with each other as United Brothers and
Sisters and not as separated individuals or groups, organizations or foundations that continue
following their own private and personality agendas and desires.
“To Teach Mankind, the Masters of Light only need to Project Their Face through Your Solar
Evolution, since They Have Evolved into Whole Light Bodies capable of Using a Thought-Form
Technology to Interpenetrate Your Solar Spectrum with Their Powers of Light. This allows
Them to Teach physical world creations how to Evolve as They have done, beyond the
Evolutionary Face of Their Suns to Become Sons and Daughters of God.
“Dear Brothers and Sisters of the Light, your Thought Projections about the Use of the New
Technology is opening to a New Awareness now, although you have received many hints to
date that you have not yet grasped. Bio-Computers are not new, they have existed since the
Beginning of Time, and now in this Phase of Your Evolutionary Path you are going to begin
learning and remembering how they Work with these already Existing Bio-Computers there
within you! Yes Dear Hearts, you already have them working in you, some more than others,
but They are there! And as I continue with this Discourse and you pursue your assessments
and self-appraisals, you will begin to Understand, hopefully, for the last time having to be
Pounded to Follow Through.
“You CANNOT take another step into the Next Phase of Your Evolution Dear Hearts, until you
have Perfected your Communication Skills with Your ‘I AM’ Presence. For those not yet even
trying, not giving this ONLY Truth and Reality a single moment of your time, Due Diligence and
Commitment, you will remain within this present Phase of Consciousness unable to come and
go, and move between Worlds and Universal Systems as the Masters and All Higher
Intelligences Do. Think Ye Not Dear Ones, that this is not happening Now. Think Ye Not that

as you look around you into the outer worlds of chaos, that there is not a Whole New World
staring you in the face, Calling you to step through the Veils of Time and Space right where
you are! Think Ye Not that those who have United here and stayed to this point of This Now
Moment that you are not capable of such a transition if you give the Correct and Rightful
Applications to YOUR GOD LIFE! For if you think ‘Not’, you WONT!
“If you are still not Listening and continue to follow your own personality desires and denying
the Trust of the Conditions of Engaging your ‘I AM’ Connection to All of God’s Creations, then
this may be the last chance you have to be at the Forefront of Human Evolution, who shall
Open the Gates and Portals to Enter the New Erthe. Don’t ever say you were not told or given
the first Opportunities to do this! If you do, then accept that that who is telling you, will be
your ego-personality. ‘Law of Free Will’ Dear Ones, ‘free will’.
“Everything has been prepared for you to make these Transitions in Comfort, Ease and Grace.
This is the Work of the Order of Melchizedek and so I Tell you the following to Validate this
Statement. In 2006 the New Christ Consciousness was Anchored upon the Earth. In 2007 the
first of many yet to come, the First New Capstone of Light was placed over the Pyramid of Giza
to prepare for the Alignment of consciousness of mankind to the Consciousness of the Higher
Evolutionary Planes of Existence. In 2009 a New Human Consciousness Grid was Created as
the Foundational Platform for the Purpose of Reversing the Human Consciousness of the
Planet. In 2011 a New Divine Plan (The EGA) was Conceived that was Established to
sequentially Infiltrate, Penetrate, Permeate and Activate human consciousness in a whole
New Way around the planet, whereby all that has been in preparations for many millions of
years, could now begin the Opening of such Gateways into Intergalactic Realms that are the
Origins of hundreds of thousands of Human Races who live here upon the Earth. You have
passed the Threshold of 2012 that allowed for New Information to penetrate the minds of
those who were Open to Receive. The Grids and Ley Lines have been explained in detail not
known before, and today Plans are in place to Act upon such Information and Knowledge.”
End Excerpt.
Part 7 Vol 5 – Time Cell Contraction – St Germain, Lord Metatron 10th December 2020

LORD METATRON: “The symbol of the ‘I AM’ Presence is the Dove and it shall be the Dove
that shall Open the Gateways, Vortices and Portals into all other Worlds, Universes and
Galaxies. What is the Icon of the EGA? It will be the Dove that shall Open and Release the
Time Codes to alternate Time Zones, so if you are going to want to remove yourselves from
being locked into this 3rd Dimensional Earth Holographic Sphere, you must complete your Full
Integration of the Light Body of the Christ Consciousness of your ‘I AM’ Presence!
“The Re-Construction of your Thought-Forms through ‘Be-Coming the ‘I AM’ Presence shall BECome the Individualized Personification of One Another and The One!’ In seeking the True
Essence of Life, you will ultimately see that you are not separate from the Christ as you seek

out the True Cosmos and the Hierarchies and Orders of God Intelligences Who Indwell within
the Heavenly Realms. Only in the seeking of these Truths shall you Discover the deeper
Understandings of Your True Self and Place within the Entirety of All God Creations. You All
already know how to do this, but you have encased yourselves within a 3rd Dimensional Plane,
having deliberately cut off your own memories. But today these memories are returning, by
your own God Design and in so doing all that is required now is to walk Gently through the
world with the 9 Fruits of Spirit in your backpack for nourishment and the Truth of Spirit in
your Diamond Heart in Divine Faith, while you follow where your ‘I AM’ Presence Leads you,
you will KNOW that you step closer to Home! Think human and you will sit a while along the
Path a little longer. Find that Similitude of the Silent Space to Generate your Light Body which
will Inherit the Image of the Luminaries.
“Your Life Right Now here within this Divine Plan you call the Elemental Grace Alliance, for
others they will be with Brothers and Sisters of another Divine Plan by another name, but you
are all ONE! These Groups all are now reconnecting the Christed Over Selves as you Use future
Science as Science that Guides you into the Multi-Dimensional Space-Time Overlaps of the
Cosmoses which are the Keys to going beyond the 3rd Dimensional interludes of chaos and
confusion and the use of technology that no longer will support Dear Souls to move forward
into Christ Consciousness for many thousands of years to come.
“The Divine, whether They be Ascended or unAscended Masters, Shamballa, Hierarchy, God
Intelligences, The Elementals, Devas or Angelic Hosts. Even the Plants and Animals are
Divine Lifestreams that Teach and Express God’s Love! I wish to say to each of you reading
or listening to this right Now, Allow yourselves to Live within the Invaluable Spiritual
Presence of Joy, Equanimity, Wisdom and Forgiveness in Your Quadrinity Body, as a
Restored Light Body, Now choosing ONLY EXPERIENCES that Qualify the Highest Truth of
the Resurrection Power that awaits you when you say YES to LIFE!
“You have sufficient Knowledge now to Qualify and make your decisions as to which way you
wish to see humanity Evolve from here. You Hold the Power of this Decision in your Hands.
Use it Wisely Dear Masters.
“I Am Metatron, Lord Of Light! End Excerpt.
Part 4 ENACA – Time Binding/Time Contraction - Lord Melchizedek, 19th July 2019

LORD MELCHIZEDEK: “‘I AM’ Lord Melchizedek offering this Illumination for your Journey
within this Divine Plan! Think Radiation Temples, Dear Ones. Divine Your Christ Consciousness
and Circles of Light! Become the ‘I AM’ Presence. A ‘Time Contraction’ is upon you!”
“Dear Sons and Daughters of Man, as Sons and Daughters of God You need to Know that a
‘contraction of time’ is upon you, indeed! Loosely explained that means that you have before
you a crossroad that faces humanity! One Path leads to a planet that will succumb to

technology and thus will lock humanity into a virtual reality that shall be one of the hardest
addictions to ever escape from. The other is one where the use of technology shall allow for
the expansion of consciousness whereby that technology will dissolve and be surpassed by
God Consciousness within the Higher Octaves of Christ Consciousness. The latter is one that
the Human Evolutionary Path was always destined for! So, there is little time now to remove
that alternative path, if the mass Ascension of humanity is going to turn themselves upon the
Path to Freedom. As the Sons and Daughters Of God, who have the Powers Invested in Them
and Who are presently Petitioning for the Grants and Dispensations to turn human heads and
hearts away from addictional technology, this is most definitely a New Human Opportunity to
be the Salvation of a World in need!
“The New Children upon the Planet cannot afford to be corralled within any more mighty
deceptions of false power and limitations. This single choice to turn humanity away from
inappropriate technology alone, can place the Evolution of Humanity here on Planet Earth
back into their ‘Natural Time Cell’, but also as Beloved Myra has shared with you, it will
allow for the complete dissolution of time so that humanity as a New Species of the
Adam/Lilith Kadmon Race, will fulfil its Own Destiny to Live in the Perfected State of the
Now Moment expressing the ‘I AM’ Presence within EVERY Pulse of Life Choice!” End
Excerpt.
Part 1 - Pallas Athena - Seventh Seal 8 : 8 2017 Lion’s Gate - 11th August 2017

PALLAS ATHENA: “We hear you speak with the tongues of men and women but walk in the
Rainbow Hued Light of Truth. We Who Direct your steps are Lifted with Gladness by the
courage of your words as you continue to place them into the actions that make up your lives.
This We Celebrate and Rejoice, when you break each earthly chain of limitation. With blazing
eyes you look inward for the last shreds of bondage and the means to free the Heart, so that
it may Open to All.
“As a child, you Trusted the Voice within and you yourselves rejoiced in Its exuberance and
clarity. You are remembering once again your Roots and Origins and are regaining the
Innocence of Youth. As you do, you are being carried swiftly and joyfully ever upward as you
open the Unconditional Heart of Acceptance.
“Brothers and Sisters, as you cheer and inspire others, know that We endlessly Supply you with
all means necessary to carry out your Divine Work here, and all that you need will Divinely
Manifest as if by magic at each point along the way.
“Know now that all answers to your questions about Your ‘I AM’ Presence and Soul Self are
accessible at this time. No insight or tool is denied you, as you remember the fullness of your
Knowledge and Love.

“So, claim your Birth Right, and all Inheritance of Spirit, as you Serve to Anchor and Activate
the 12th Ray; as Our HU-Man (Human Universal) Representatives, walking with the dignity
and joy of ‘Ones’ who Love most Greatly.
“The 12th Ray of Unity Consciousness or Christ Consciousness is the Golden Ray of the Age of
Aquarius and holds the predominant focus of integrating and transcending the dualities of
Humanity for the experience of One Unity Consciousness in this New Golden Age. Hence, the
message Dear Peter, about the Gold in your dream the night of the 1st of August, after your
operation on your knee. The 12th Ray is the Golden Ray of Divine Perfection, so when We told
you through this dream ‘to begin your preparations now’, it was referring to the preparations
needed to enter the Initiation of the 12th Golden Ray, while simultaneously Opening the
Seventh Seal from your side of the veil, not only for yourselves individually, but for the whole
of Humanity.”
Grant of Ordinary Release of Instruction.
“As a Director who sits upon the Karmic Board of Directors, We have deliberated upon this
very Grant. It has been decided unanimously, to offer the Sun of Even Pressure Council this
Grant by the Cosmic Law of more than Ordinary Release of Instructions into the Combined
Force Field known as the Elemental Grace Alliance. I shall repeat, The Karmic Board of
Directors is Granting the Sun of Even Pressure Council, a Dispensation to once again pass
through another Ring of Consciousness through a More Than Ordinary Release of Instructions
for the Benevolence of Humanity, The Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host Kingdom in
Accordance with Cosmic Law.
“This has never been offered before in the history of the human evolution anywhere within
any God Creation in this way. This Grant is due to several different factors of consideration.
Due to the pervading times of chaos within human consciousness that has escalated to a level
of need, to provide a greater calling for assistance within human existence to create more
advanced awareness’s of the Qualities of Life and Freedoms of Spirit through Divine
Precipitation and Etherealization according to Universal Law.
The Continued and Sustained Commitment and Dedication of the Disciples of the Elemental
Grace Alliance who have shown beyond any reasonable doubt, their unwavering Service to
this Divine Plan.
There have been several changing dynamics of consciousness within the ‘free will’ of human
choice, once again slowing down the present unfurling and expansion of human
consciousness. We refer here to the potentials of warring conflicts. We wish to see an
alternative potentiality to occur.

The need for greater interaction between human beings on the ground and their Divine
Sponsors.
“Should you wish to feel into this more deeply, to understand Our Motives and Justifications
here, I would invite all who are reading this to revisit the Proposals put forward within the
Elemental Grace Alliance. These were given for good reason and some have opened
themselves for further discussion and deliberation by you, the Sun of Even Pressure Council.
Hence, the beginning of the Grant of more than Ordinary Release of Instructions.
“I shall leave this here for now, to ponder over and ask for your due diligence on this at your
earliest conveniences.”
Goddess Of Truth
“I, Chohan Pallas Athena, assumed the Office of the Goddess of Truth for this Evolution after
Beloved Godmother Vesta Evolved into Her Higher Aspects and Roles of Responsibility. This
Embodiment of Goddess of Truth is sustained within the Etheric Temple of Truth over the
Island of Crete. I was one of the first Cosmic Vestal Virgins under the Sponsorship of Beloved
Vesta and held the Virtue of Truth within the Electronic Belt around the Solar Sun. This
responsibility required me to draw the Truth from all Ages past, allowing Me Concrete
Knowledge, thus my Patronage with the 5th Ray.
"I tell you this Dear Souls, the conscious cultivation of Truth, Harmony, Peace, Wisdom and
Balance, the sustaining of Divine Radiance, is never an accident. To understand Truth you
must become Truth through living in the Radiance of whatever measure of Purity God has
given to you. Expanding it further by conscious effort you will find at last a 'thinning of the
veil' and eventually the 'Peaceful Valley' will prove to be no mirage, for you will have entered
into the Shangri-La or World of Divine Perfection which the Father is.
"Oh, Precious Ones, We long for you to feel OUR FEELINGS, OUR CONVICTIONS, OUR LOVE,
and to endeavour to stir within you a DESIRE TO BECOME that which YOU can Divinely
Manifest.
"We would not speak to you on something Miraculous which you could not attain, any more
than you would tell a child that he or she could accomplish something that was beyond his/her
talents or capacities. That would be incorrect, even cruel. We NEVER present an idea for
Manifestation which We have not carefully deliberated upon, and for which, with much
contemplation and invocation, We, having looked over the life streams chosen for their
potential ability to Serve Our Cause, We make Our choices.
"It is a beautiful sight when a being desires to bring forth new movement or a cause - to see
that being presented to Vesta to vest it with the Power to bring it forth, and then, in

cooperation with certain Ascended Master Sponsors, go through the Seven Spheres and look
at the Glory of the Causal Bodies, and ask for the assistance of certain ones who are prepared.
You see, I AM the Godmother of Messengers - yes, all of the Messengers that carry the Word.
The Word of Truth, no matter how limited its expression, carries part of My Life through it.
And when the Beloved Vesta Invests HER Energy to a life stream into a cause pertaining to the
carrying of Truth to mankind, or any evolutionary scheme, then such a one must come to Me.
“Beloved Hearts, You have earned the Right to come before Me, so that I may Endow and
Bestow All My Qualities and Virtues upon you. Few know of this Process and for good reason.
I have shared with you today with the Intention to Ignite the Golden Flame of the 12th Ray
within your Hearts. I have come to hold the Seventh Seal Open from both sides of the veil so
that you may have greater capacities to receive the Grant of more than Ordinary Release of
Instructions into the Combined Force Field known as the Elemental Grace Alliance.
“Should you accept these offerings and opportunities, discuss the procedure you would all like
to embrace and it shall be Given Unto You All, both individually and as a Group.
“Thank you for your Patience, Your Dedication, Your Focus of Intentions to become the
Christed Ones that Bridge the gaps of Consciousness within Humanity and for the Elementals,
Devas, Angelic Host Kingdoms.
“I Am The Chohan Pallas Athena in Your Service, Embracing each of you with the Mother’s
Love and the Joy of Life Itself in Truth! Call upon Me once again after you have reached your
decisions, so We may together proceed with Enthusiasm, Readiness and Zeal.” End Excerpt.

Part 4 – Ascension Alchemy Class – Corona Virus vs Electromagnetic Wave forms –
IAMEGA Alchemy and The Application to God Life – St Germain 1st April 2020
INVOCATION: Beloved Mighty God ‘I AM’, We Face Your Eternal Sunrise of the Great
Central Sun and Receive, Through the Mighty Solar Sun, Your Radiance and Activity Ever
Shining Sacred White Fire Cosmic Christ Love and Light! We then Turn to Face Humanity
and Earth and Allow That Love and Light To Shine Upon Them! Oh Mighty ‘I AM’
Presence Help Us to Maintain and Sustain this Focus and Intensity with the Love In
Action of Valour! We Call Forth the Immortal, Cosmic Christ Freedom, Wisdom and
Power, Ever Burning on the Altar of Our Eternal Hearts. We Call Forth the Divine Virtues
of Peace, Harmony, Harmlessness, Faith, Purity and Divine Order as Our Armour of Truth,
Ever Held Firm By Our Beloved ‘I AM’ Presence and the Ascended Masters Who Stand
Forth in Their ‘I AM’ God Radiance and Truth Beside Us. Beloved All-Provider, You Who
Art Our Inexhaustible Supply, Our Sufficiency in All things, You Who Have Placed in Our
Hearts a Great Desire to Give Forth Unto the World Our Holy Service so that Humanity
may Find Peace, Healing and Harmony in All They Do. As the United Conscious Ashramic
Group Soul Incarnate Expand and Sustains Our Work for the Greatest Good of All
Concerned in God’s Holy Name, We Go With You. Beloved 'I AM', Beloved 'I AM',
Beloved 'I AM'!
St GERMAIN: Greetings Dear Ones, May You Pass Every Test! Today is the 1st April, and I can
tell you what I Am going to share this day is no April Fool’s Joke! It is serious enough to correct
All the imbalances of the world’s present disproportions or, if sufficient individuals are unable
to see the Truth about the need for Obedience to their ‘I AM’ Presence, at these Levels of
Awareness, such inequalities may continue to be held in place by ignorance and lack of Higher
Knowledge. I accept that some reading this may feel that I Am being My ‘crabby fellow self’,
but be assured, when I speak in these ways it is because it’s needed for the Highest Good of
All Concerned. So read into it as you will, but We have a great deal to get through in such a
short amount of time, and it will be the most important information ever disclosed to you to
date! A ‘Time Contraction’ or ‘Time Binding’ is all around you RIGHT NOW, and it is Vital that
you all see this in its Correct Light and Illumination.
Remember, you all have given Covenants to accept such more than ordinary Release of
Instructions, but you CANNOT be given Authority as to How things Will Act Out here if you do
not follow the Power you have held in Readiness to Project Forth, without accepting such
Powers unwaveringly, unequivocally, without delay or denial, in Full Co-Operation,
Participation and Qualification through your Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence! Today is another ‘Key
Turning’ Point for those of the Elemental Grace Alliance, the SOEPC and ‘I AM’ Authority
Alchemy Class here upon the Front Line of Human Evolution, Who KNOW without any shadow
of a doubt, that They are here, as the Second Coming of the Christed Beings, to make a
difference, not a temporal respite or reprieve, but a Real, Causal Healing that will set Planet
Earth and Humanity upon a Brand New Light Trajectory into its Next Dimensional Shift, and

may I say without the interference of any dark, malicious or ill intentional entities or beings,
either incarnate in human or humanoid form or travelling around the planet or within the
ethers or astral archetypal realms up to the 9th Dimension, being present.
Yesterday, I presented to you the ‘Absolute Truth’ about ‘Creative Father Consciousness’ and
through Our Beloved Brother Jesus The Christ, this Truth has been detailed sufficiently to get
My Messages across to you in these few Discourses, that could ordinarily be seen as totally
unacceptable in terms of human understanding or awareness to accede and comply as Truth.
As We move through the Focal Points of today, I will, in due course, also Demonstrate to you
the Truth of just how much the EGA is in fact, in the most part, following Our Divine
Impressions along with your Own ‘I AM’ Inner Guidance. More and more every day now WE
can see just how the EGA’s Telepathic Communications within the Group is expanding. This
is Wonderful Intelligence for Us! So please keep this up! You are going to need these Qualities
even more as We Move Forward Now!
You have been hearing a great deal from around the world about this corona virus or more
specifically the Corvid-19 virus. The name corona virus is the strain of virus characteristics
and the specific virus is called the Corvid-19. This strain, in 1918, began as a conscious virus
that attacks the respiratory functions of the lungs, basically, that had the ability to cause death
through the prevention of oxygen from passing into the blood stream obstructing of
congesting the pores within. There is also a condition that relates to dryness that would
indicate lack of emotion (hydration/water) both within the human body, and thus indicating
that the virus itself is made up of thoughtforms (with lack of emotion) in its original intended
use by its creators and Design by God.
Much of the information being shared by both general scientific/medical information and
those from a Higher Esoteric perspective do not contain all the Truth. However, the Truth is
neither thus far, touched upon the Absolute Truth of The Creative Father Consciousness. All
information does present facets of the Truth, but also much is being spread to create
confusion, fear and dis-orientation between individuals, communities, medical professions
and world governments or insufficient Qualification.
As Jesus has Disclosed within His Christ Letter 1 tells of just how misinformation, mainly
through TV and other social media programs can mis-represent, but it can also be very
effectively spread by electronic and technically advance mechanisms and devices that share
no visions, or words or even feelings (emotional content) such as your IT Devices and those
machinations that support such dissemination of fear, misinformation, not limited to the
mental realms, but actually are far more dangerous when they pass into the emotional and
physical bodies, without conscious awareness; that is wave forms that are magnified by
electro-magnetic machines and technologies. And that is what is happening here on the
planet right now with, the so called ‘corona viruses’.

Be Mindful Dear Hearts, that Corvid-19 is now an actual physical virus which does contain the
ability to spread like wildfire around the world, yet it is not a natural living form or organism,
it is a dormant cell that has been programmed mentally at first and then physically by the
thoughtforms of human beings in varying degrees, that will activate within particular
environments, manufactured from similar viruses you have called Spanish Flu, Hong Kong Flu,
SARS, MERS and Ebola Flu. All of these are similar in nature and were the result of similar
mis-created or mal-intended use of human consciousness. All of these have one thing in
common, that is little known around the world in the public arena, only now coming to
awareness due to the rollouts of the 5G telecommunications systems around the world and
the dangers and immanent devastations to come from them!
The deaths of around 50 million Dear Souls of the so-called Spanish Flu world pandemic was
not ‘caused’ by any virus as declared by the powers to be, but by the advent of the wireless
communication systems developed by the US in wartime upon their own Naval Bases. We
brought to your attention very recently the power of the spoken word! But when amplified
by technology it can reach amplification by 100 million times plus, the original human voice.
And for these waves to travel around the world, such amplifications were necessary to receive
such invisible modes of communication and indeed surveillance and control intentions. This
is what Beloved Charles Fillmore through Master Hilarion told you in the Discourse about
Divine Faith:
“Radio (1930) is opening up a new field of activity in the use of the spoken word. A newspaper
article on the wireless telephone says:
“Do you happen to know that a single word spoken in Lower Broadway, New York, among the
skyscrapers, could break every pane of glass in adjacent buildings and create a disturbance
that would be felt for a mile in every direction?
“The human voice, transformed into electrical energy for wireless transmission, develops 270
horsepower. The power of ten men is equal to one horse-power. The human voice electrified
for wireless purposes is equivalent to the power of 2,700 men. In the various processes that
step up a voice for radio transmission across the Atlantic ocean, it becomes 135,000 times
more powerful than when uttered by the person sending the message. Thus, starting with an
initial energy of 1/1,000th of an electric watt, the voice is boosted by a powerful station until
it is intensified 100 million times.” End Excerpt.
Although opening up in radio broadcasts in 1930, the US War Time machine had already
developed and effectively used such amplifications to send radio waves and magnetic
impulses around the world to exchange information as aforementioned. It was the effects
upon the human bodies that made those who died, ill. The human biology cannot, without
correct frequential vibrational balancing, live within such an unstable condition. It was
reported; ‘Navy and Marine patients totaling 121,225 were admitted at Navy medical

facilities with influenza. Of these patients, 4,158 died of the virus, and sick patients spent over
one million sick days in these facilities worldwide’. It was not the flu that created these deaths
or tens of millions that followed, but the radio war form that was having an extreme adverse
effect upon the natural electromagnetic human nervous system that attacked the human
respiratory system.
Let us not go into details of Hong Kong Flu, Ebola Virus, SARS or MERS or indeed the Corvid19, for you can in your own time Qualify these in relationship to the advent and
implementation of new ways of using wave forms, such as radio waves, microwaves, infrared
radiation, visible light, ultraviolet radiation, nuclear radiation, magnetism, X-rays and gamma
rays that have been tested and rolled out around the world, that have been covered up by
the advent of human intervention using contagious viruses. For you will find just like Wuhan
in China, Italy and Spain, were the first to rollout 5G Technology! Follow the virus trails and
their location in which they began, and you shall begin to discover the Truth that has
intentionally been intended to keep you corralled within the dark force’s programs to control
humanity in every form and in every field of life. So, I will ask this; there are presently over
100,000 satellites now tracking around your world, all specifically designed among other
things, to control 5G rollout and collect information from humanity for surveillance and
control purposes. If one hundred thousand can begin such a death rate, what would another
hundred or two or three or more create? For that is what is planned for space right now! We
shall speak of vaccines loaded with nano-technologies and they will be used, later, for these
are the source of such satellites to gather the biological results of these strategies.
Do your homework and find your own Truth! You do not have to believe what I Am telling you.
I do not wish to be distracted from the Focus herein so that is enough about the identity of
the corona virus as a source of any such pandemic for now. The pandemic is not organic in
nature, it is spiritual, mental, emotional and physical human consciousness, sent forth by
those who remain in power through lower vibrational consciousness of those who wish to
control every aspect of human life!
Just before I move on, I wish to bring to your attention why the virus attacks the respiratory
system. If we look at the metaphysical meaning of ‘respiration’, you will find that this simply
comes down to the ‘room to breathe’, the ‘right to breathe’, the ‘ability to be within your own
freedom’. When you cannot breathe properly, you will find yourself very constricted, unable
to move, think or act because the struggle to breathe limits your right to live in any way, even
in the most basic of life expressions. And this can be seen quite clearly by what is happening
right now right across the world, where humanity is being confined within their own homes
without the opportunity to breathe freely, be themselves naturally, be able to do what comes
innate from within. That is the physical manifestation of the virus, placing everyone in
isolation, confinement. Yet the way you will rise above all of this is through, as your Beloved
Sister Sue shared recently, ‘ISOLATION’ - I sun/SON ation; or going within to find True

Freedom where one can be themselves in action, breathe easy in life in action, sharing the
Truth of Who They Truly are in Love of the Son Daughtership or ‘I AM’ Presence in Action,
finding the Natural Grace, Beauty and Peace in the Rightful Application of God Life in Action.
Simply put, without fear!
So many Dear Hearts are so busy living the outer life that they totally deny their Inner Self, or
the Truth of their own Reality. Their God Reality! And here My Beloved Brothers and Sisters
is where God is far Greater in His, Her Wisdom and this world calamity can now be turned
finally, not only against all those dark forces, but to wake up an entire world, all within One
Almighty Sweep of God’s Power of The Cosmic Christ Blue Lightning Fire Substance around
the Globe. And that is why we are here today, Together As One Unity Mighty Forcefield. Yes
many will die, seen as the virus, but in Truth through the fear of what is known as death! Fear
of Life itself. Afraid to step forward to be heard and who have sadly come to certain times
within their lives as this time where their own health, spiritually, mentally, emotionally and
physically have taken their lives to a point where they simply will not be able to correct their
past in this lifetime.
Yes there will be friendly casualties in this war against the dark, but nothing is by chance, all
shall be streamed according to their Light! Life does not end Dear Ones after death of the
physical life and while friends and family may pass over, know that many should have been
allowed to do so before this situation has come to this point. Mostly, humanity does not
understand the life process and tries to hold onto life when that life mission for an individual
is complete. So many are kept alive that really serves no purpose and even in so many cases,
just prolongs pain and suffering that is unnecessary on both sides, in human evolution.
Natural passing is not a crime, it is a Celebration in these cases Dear Hearts. When they arrive
Home they are Loved, Cared for and Restored on every level of their condition they endured
within physical body. All you who are reading this will understand what is being said here!
Grief is a whole other matter, but that is not related to the one how has passed over, but the
ones who remain on your side of the veil. This is another topic, and not appropriate for this
Discourse.
It is not My Intention to draw these Discourses out, so I will now introduce another very
important point that will require each of your own Qualification to understand the depth of
what is coming next! For this I must now turn your awareness and focus to the Work I did
with Beloved Guy Ballard in the Unveiled Mysteries experiences that allowed for much more
in depth Higher Wisdom and indeed Justice to be Applied Correctly to God Life.
GUY BALLARD: “This priest of ancient days,” Saint Germain explained, “is now your son.” A
lesser priest appeared whom I immediately felt I knew, and he remarked: “The assisting priest
was yourself.” We entered the Inner Sanctuary and saw the vestal virgin guarding the Sacred
Fire. She whom I now beheld was Lotus, my beloved Twin Ray, whom I met and married some
years ago, and who is the mother of our son.

The scene changed and we saw a visiting prince from a distant province plan to seize the vestal
virgin for his bride. All seemed to go well until the High Priest was shown a vision of what was
about to take place. It disturbed him, but he kept his own counsel. Standing guard as the
slaves of the prince entered, he watched them approach the Sanctuary. As they came nearer,
he stepped forward and spoke but one word that meant:
“Stop!” One slave, bolder than the rest, came on. The High Priest warned him back, but still
he came nearer. When he reached a certain Sacred Circle of force which emanated from the
Altar, the priest no longer hesitated. He stepped to the outer edge of that Protecting Radiance,
raised his right hand, and pointed directly at the slave. A flash of Flame shot forth like
lightning, and the slave fell lifeless to the floor. The prince, who was watching, came forward
in an insane rage.
“Stop!” commanded the priest again in a voice like a clap of thunder. The prince hesitated for
a moment, stunned by the very power of the word, and the priest continued: “Listen to me!
You shall not desecrate the Highest of God’s Gifts to the Temple of Life. Begone! Before you
follow the example of your too brazen and misdirected slave.”
The High Priest was fully conscious of the power he could wield, and as he stood watching the
prince, he was the very embodiment of self-control of illimitable force consciously held in
obedience to his will. He was Majesty, crowned with Eternal Power. The will of the prince was
powerful also, but he had no control over himself; and as another wave of blind rage swept
over him when he found himself again opposed, and giving full vent to lust, he rushed forward.
The priest quick as a flash raised his hand. The Flame flashed out a second time and the prince
followed the fate of his former slave.
Saint Germain turned to me and explained the experience still further. “You see,” he began,
“that is the way the quality within every force reacts upon the one who sends it out. The prince
and his slave came with the qualities of hate, selfishness, and depravity within their feelings,
and when the priest directed the force of which he was the master toward them, it took on
their qualities the moment it touched their auras. He merely turned their own feelings and
selfishness back upon themselves. The priest in his unselfish effort to protect another was
himself also protected.”
That incident closed, the scene of splendor vanished, and again we stood amidst the temple
ruins. Saint Germain revealed still more to me which may not be recorded here. “There is only
one way,” he went on, “to avoid the cosmic wheel of cause and effect, the necessity for reembodiment and that is through the conscious effort to comprehend the Law of Life. One
must earnestly seek the God Within, make permanent, conscious contact with that Inner Self,
and hold firmly to it in the face of every condition in the outer life. It will be my pleasure and
privilege to show you more, but only for the instruction it will bring to yourself and others.
Come! We must now return.” End Excerpt.

This may seem like a very strange thing to place within the context of these Discourses. But I
have so for a reason! That reason I shall ask that you contemplate overnight, before I reveal
the Truth of what its purpose is tomorrow! I tell you however, I will be streaming everyone’s
consciousness and thought processes of this Instruction, for it shall play a very important part
of what will follow. Take then, whatever time you need to Qualify it in relationship to your
present life before this time tomorrow; that is the corona virus and the disempowerment
those with ill intentions are having upon your life and those around you! We will be closing
this Trilogy tomorrow and I want to see all that I have shared to date in these two Discourses
have reach a level of Understanding that will be needed to take the next step.
Take the Path of Least Resistance!
No Longer Seek Further That Which Is Seen,
Rather Seek ONLY Now That Which Is Unseen!
May You Pass Every Test.
‘I AM’ Your Holy Brother - St Germain
BENEDICTION: We Give Praise and Thanks That Your Mighty Presence is Always and In
All Ways the Governing Intelligence, the Love Enfolding, the Light Illumining. We Give
Praise and Thanks for the 12 Virtues From the Great Central Sun of Our Beingness, Divine
Love, Divine Faith, Divine Strength, Divine Wisdom- Justice-Judgment, Divine Will, Divine
Power, Divine Imagination, Divine Understanding, Divine Order, Divine Zeal, Divine
Regeneration-Life and Divine Elimination.
May We, As the Conscious Soul
Incarnate, Radiate These Qualities of the Christ Jesus Into the World and the Soul Life of
All Kingdoms in Nature, its Mergence and Synthesis, where All Life Meets and Merges
into a Consciousness of the One Life, the Soul Life of All Kingdoms in Nature, Radiating
from the Planet Into and Throughout into the Universe and Cosmos, Wherein the Soul
Life of the Many is Fused and Synthesized Into the One Divine Purpose, Divine Love,
Divine Order and Where all Beings are Streamed by their Life Consciousness with Divine
Justice through Your Perfection of God’s Wisdom. May These Virtues and Cosmic Laws
Be Forever Our Mighty Protection.

Activating the 24 pairs of chromosomes for Greater Access to the Higher Consciousness
and Dimensional Awareness
Kryon - Berkeley Springs, WV - Three Future Potentials - April 15, 2018

KRYON: “Innate, the smart body within the multidimensional Human Being, is going to evolve
and begin to use that 24th pair of chromosomes that you think you don't have. We have given
you the information in the past that you can only see 23 chromosome pairs with
your modern equipment. The 24th is still there, but multidimensional. It is not yet understood,
seen or recognized. There are actual hints that can be deciphered that would tell a biologist
that "something is unbalanced and should be more complete," but the pair is basically invisible
in 3D.
“This multidimensional, 24th pair is the one the Pleiadeans manipulated when they moved
around your old linear set of chromosomes within your DNA to a set of apparently 23. This is
what gave you the ability to have Knowledge of the Creator, God inside, the choice of high and
low consciousness, and the ability to create elegant music, art, poetry and painting. It's your
Adam and Eve story.
“Dear ones, when consciousness starts to increase on this planet and you start to measure and
use quantum things, Number 24 will reveal itself within the double helix. Then you will have
a revelation: "There's more than We thought!" That's when quantum patterning will begin to
show itself, and chemistry and physics will be put together and studied in ways they always
should have been.” End Excerpt.

Meeting the Master of Your Soul!
Part 2 – Introduction To The Cosmic Christ Love - Law of Attrition – St Germain, 10th October, 2021

ST GERMAIN: “But you must stay True to Your ‘I AM’ Presence, else fall back into the old
ways which no longer will Serve the Master that Resides Within you! As We are Speaking of
Be-Coming the Master again, yesterday I placed within My Discourse an Excerpt to help spark
your Memories. The Discourse excerpt spoke of being a Human Prototype. Did you pick up on
the bullet that said
Came to Earth as a Soul Incarnate of an Ascended Master.
“I will say no more about this at this time, apart from this. As this seeps deeper into your
Conscious Awareness, if it so sparks any responses within you; if this is True, what does this
mean to you, how would you respond??? Qualify, Qualify, Qualify!” End Excerpt.
Series 1 Part 5 - Divine Economy – Sending Forth the Sound - Master Djwhal Khul, 13th November 2019

DJWHAL KHUL: “To prevent as best We can any problems of misunderstanding here that
potentially could miscreate wrongful action, due to lack of awareness, We must expand upon
this for you. Remember, Our aim here is to provide as much information so as not to fall into
such traps of the old human consciousness. Of course this is a common problem of all of you.
When you say ‘form’, you are thinking of the physical appearance. If you can, lift your concept
of form, a form aside from the physical reflection or the reflected appearance of it; A Form Is
An Activity, An Intelligent Activity, An Activity Of Devic Lives. A Form Is A Devic Activity. (We
will come back to the mention of Devic Lives and Devic Form another time but for now let us
not go there, as it shall open up into a much greater subject matter that best not detract from
the Discourses at hand right herein. “For instance, the consciousness grasps a meaning. What
is Consciousness Evolving? It is evolving consciousness, ‘That of Being’. As consciousness
grasps or comes into an awareness, an ever-greater awareness of reality or of that which it is,
this is meaning. And it must give that meaning Life. This is its nature. Life is, or the Form is
Life, it is Intelligent Activity. The outer appearance is simply the reflection of that. For
instance, what is the Real Form of the mental activity, the astral activity, the etheric activity
through which that consciousness is moving or manifesting itself?
“The Consciousness which is Identified as Soul, the Conscious Soul Incarnate, cognizes this
Real Form. This Activity is a part of the Consciousness; it is the prototype or the archetype
to which the Soul is receptive, and he or she knows what direction or what form he or she
will have these energies take. If you look for forms such as you see in the physical plane of
appearance, you will never receive the Impress of the Prototype. Detach from form as you
know form. I would like to give you much more regarding form, because again, you could
be making a very grave mistake here if you only perceive form as a physical presence. The
consciousness that is imprisoned within the instrumentality and identified with it must (in

terms of form, and in order to carry out the magic) create a predetermined form. But think
again. Any function of the consciousness must Serve its Evolution (its growth and
development) and that of all of that consciousness with which it is related. That Form must
Serve its own Consciousness, its Own Self, and all Consciousness with which it is related.
Whatsoever that Focus of Consciousness is building or doing, through whatever function, it
is building meaning.” End Excerpt.

DECREE: I AM THE RESURRECTION AND THE LIFE OF THE TWELVE MIND POWERS FOR THE
RESURRECTION OF THE LIGHT BODY.
I Am One With My I Am Presence And I Am One With The I Am Presence Of Every Man,
Woman And Child In This World And What I Invoke For Myself, I Invoke In Equal Measure,
Also For Them, And I Begin....
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Royal Blue Fire Of
Faith, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ Through Peter And Lydia, And Through The
Crown Chakra, Divinely, Electro-Magnetically Active In The Brain's Cranial Region...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Lemon-Yellow Fire Of
Strength, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ By Andreas And Ruth, And Through The
Spinal Column, As A Conduit, Divinely, Electro-Magnetically Active In The Spinal Cord And
Nerves...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The White Fire Of Love,
Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ Through John And Rebecca, And Through The Heart
Chakra, Divinely Working Electro-Magnetically In The Heart, Blood Circulation And Lymphatic
System...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Green Fire Of Wisdom,
Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ Through Jacobus, Son Of Zebedeeus And Mirabisha,
And Through The Third Eye Chakra, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The Pituitary And
The Endocrine System...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Heavenly Blue Fire Of
Will, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ Through Mattheus And Maria Of Magdalena,
And Through The Throat Chakra, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The Respiratory
System...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Deep Aquamarine Fire
Of Power, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ Through Philippus And Maria Martha, And
Through The Throat Chakra, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The Larynx, Muscles And
Limbs...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Crystal-Clear Fire Of
Imagination, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ By Nathaniel Bartholomew And Lourda,
And Through The Third Eye Chakra, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The Thalamus...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Creamy Yellow Fire Of
Understanding, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ Through Thomas And Sara, And

Through The Five Lesser Senses, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The Senses Of Taste,
Smell, Touch, Hearing And Sight...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Mustard Yellow Fire
Of Order, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ Through Jacobus, Son Of Alphaeus And
Elizabeth, And Through The Solar Plexus Centre, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The
Digestive System, The Skeleton And The Skin...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Rose Pink Fire Of Zeal,
Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ By Simon The Cananaean And Judith, And Through
The Third Eye Chakra, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The Hypothalamus And Medulla
Oblongata …
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Ruby Red Fire Of
Regeneration, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ By Judas Iscariot And Maria Of Canaan,
And Through The Regenerative System, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The
Reproductive System...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Violet Fire Of
Elimination, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ By Jude Thaddaeus And Miriam, And
Through The Sacral Chakra, Divinely Active Electro-Magnetically In The Urinary System And
The Bowels...
I Am The Resurrection And The Life Of The Immaculate Concept Of The Golden Fire Of The
Light Body, Perfected In The Life And Body Of Christ Through Jesus The Christ And Maria
Magdalene, And Through The I Am Presence, In A Divine Way, Electro-Magnetically Active In
The Light Body...
And So It Is, So It Is, So It Is,
I'm So Grateful, So Grateful, So Infinitely Grateful.

RATIFICATION FOR THE PRESENTATION OF THIS PETITION TO THE KARMIC BOARD OR
DIRECTORS AND THE COUNCILS OF THE CHRIST
The Ratification is based upon Combined Unification of the Members of ANY Ashramic Group
Life Living Organism of Synthesis, thus Voicing Their Individualized God Expressions and
Energetic Essences herein such a Presentation of a Petition to the Karmic Board is for the
Purpose of Qualify Their Unified Group Life of Whole-Heartedness, Commitment and
Devotional Intentions to be Part of the Group of Transmitters and Recipients of any Grant/s
or Dispensation/s Associated herein. It matters not what one Shares in this Ratification or
how it is chosen to be Transmitted, what Matters is the Feeling, the Quality and Virtues that
are Presented within the 4 lower Bodies to the Karmic Board and Offices of the Christ as Proof
of why this Petition is being Requested. The Quality or Resonances and Light Quotients shall
determine the Result for each Individual or Group Participating!

